
 
 

How To Guide 

        2 x 4 Pumpkins 

THIS EASY DIY DECOR CRAFT IS INEXPENSIVE AND QUICK.  I 
USED SCRAPS OF  2 X 4 LUMBER I FOUND IN MY GARAGE BUT 
YOU CAN HAVE IT CUT AT THE LUMBER STORE.  AS ALWAYS, I 
USED CECE CALDWELL’S CHALK + CLAY PAINTS BUT YOU 
CAN USE WHATEVER YOU MIGHT HAVE ON HAND.  THIS IS A 
VERY FLEXIBLE HOW TO AND CAN BE CUSTOMIZED A 
MILLION DIFFERENT WAYS RESULTING IN A TRULY UNIQUE 
ACCENT FOR YOUR FALL DECOR. 

supplies:                           notes: 
   paintbrush for stain/paint 

  dark stain 

  orange paint 

  dowel scraps for stems 

  assorted lengths/pieces of 2 x 4 lumber  

  sandpaper/finishing sponge 

  finish 

  glue to attach stems   

  burlap for leaves or to tie around pumpkins… 



 

directions: 
  Sand wood and knock down edges. 

  Stain wood with a dark stain.  I used CeCe Caldwell’s Stain & Finish in Kukui.   

  Sloppily paint (and I mean sloppy) some orange paint over the stain.  I used CeCe Caldwell’s 

Chalk + Clay Paints in Pueblo Pepper but you can use any paint you like—except latex because it 

doesn’t sand off well. 

  Sand your pumpkins until they are distressed and the stain shows through how you want.  I 

used 220 grit sandpaper.  If you over sand and don’t want the raw wood color showing through 

you can touch up the stain with a fine artists brush where the raw wood is showing.  

  I like to finish my projects with a fine ‘between coats’ finishing sponge.  CeCe Caldwell’s 

Paints buff up very nicely with these and the paint is fairly durable.  They don’t even have to be 

‘finished’ with any topcoat if you are happy with the look and your pumpkins aren’t going to be 

kept outdoors or used heavily.  If you are going to finish them with a top coat or spray you can 

skip this step if you like but I did both. 

  Spray/brush on/wax your pumpkins with preferred top coat or finish.  I used Rustoleum 

glossy finish spray because when a project needs 360 degree coverage and it is vertical I like 

using spray.  It coats evenly and won’t drip as long as the spray is done properly—also I had an 

almost-empty can I wanted to use up and toss.  Waxing is also a great option for this project.   

  Attach stems.  I used a hot glue gun but you could also use super glue or wood glue or any 

other adhesive you like.  If you are wanting leaves on your pumpkins it is nice to attach the stem 

over the corner/edge of the leaves. 

  Take pictures and brag to your friends and followers…be sure to share on our Facebook page 

(facebook.com/vintagebette) and/or tag us on Instagram @VintageBette  #VintageBette.  Enjoy 

the fruits of your labors. 

http://facebook.com/vintagebette

